Robbery
Columbia, 21045: M&T Bank, 4900 block of Executive Park Drive, Jan. 24 12:09 p.m.
A bank employee reported that a suspect approached the teller’s window, displayed a handgun, and demanded cash. The teller complied but the suspect dropped the cash before fleeing. No one was injured. The investigation is ongoing.
SUSPECT: black male, 5’9”-5’10” with a heavy build wearing a green poncho

Columbia, 21045: Royal Farms, 8700 block of Centre Park Drive, Jan. 25 1:04 a.m.
A store employee reported that two male suspects with their faces covered backed a vehicle through a glass-paned wall into the store, instructed the employee to leave, and stole two ATMs before fleeing. No one was injured. The investigation is ongoing.
SUSPECTS: two males, approximately 5’11” with thin builds wearing all black clothing

Columbia, 21045: TGI Fridays, 8300 block of Benson Drive, Jan. 25 2:50 a.m.
A restaurant employee reported that he was in his vehicle after closing when he was approached by two male suspects with their faces partially covered who displayed a handgun and demanded he lead them back into the restaurant. The employee complied and the suspects stole cash before fleeing. No one was injured.
SUSPECTS: two black males, one 5’10”-6’1” with a heavy build wearing all dark clothing, the other 5’5”-5’6” with a muscular build wearing all dark clothing

Residential burglary
Elkridge, 21075: 6600 block of Washington Boulevard, Jan. 22-23 overnight
Unknown suspect(s) gained entry to an unlocked shed and stole tools. The suspect(s) also slashed the tires of several vehicles.

Columbia, 21045: 9200 block of Crazyquilt Court, Jan. 24
Unknown suspect(s) gained entry to the residence by breaking the front door lock and stole firearms, jewelry, and electronics.

Ellicott City, 21042: 11000 block of Gaither Farm Road, Jan. 24 11:36 p.m.
A resident reported that he returned home to find a rear screen door off its track and a male suspect in his house. The suspect then fled without stealing anything.
SUSPECT: male, 6’0” with an average build wearing a black shirt and blue jeans

Theft from vehicle/vehicle break-in
Columbia, 21045: 6100 block of Old Dobbin Lane, Jan. 24 6-7 a.m., multiple vehicles: purses, bags
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